Blind Bartimaeus

"What do you want me to do for you?" Jesus asked him. The blind man said, "Rabbi, I want to see." Mark 10:51 (NIV)

Choose the word that best matches the definition.

1. Unable to see
   A. mercy    B. healed    C. blind    D. cheer

2. Making an urgent plea; asking for charity
   A. blind    B. sight    C. quiet    D. begging

3. Kind or compassionate treatment
   A. faith    B. sight    C. mercy    D. quiet

4. Making little or no noise
   A. quiet    B. mercy    C. cheer    D. blind

5. To make happier or more joyful; a shout of encouragement
   A. begging    B. cheer    C. sight    D. faith

6. Confident belief in the truth
   A. cheer    B. begging    C. faith    D. quiet

7. To be restored to health; cured
   A. healed    B. blind    C. quiet    D. mercy

8. The ability to see
   A. faith    B. begging    C. sight    D. mercy